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Info

This document is part of a series of 2 documents describing the contract between the promoter and
the band. These documents are:



Inforider
Technicalrider

Please read through and distribute the pages to those who will require them in order to put on a
successful show with us. Everything mentioned therein must be respected. Please don’t hesistate to
contact us in case anything is unclear.
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Travelparty

We are usually 5 people on the road:



4 Band members
1 merch guy / driver

In case there will be more or less, we will let you know beforehand. The promoter will provide at
least 3 guest list spots.
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Catering

There is no specific diet in the band, except of 4 vegetarians. Please make sure to provide a warm
and tasteful meal for the whole travelparty.
The venue will provide at least 2 drinks (sodas/beers) per person and plenty of water upon arrival
until departure.
The Band would be very thankful if tea, coffee, fresh fruits and snacks are provided.
The venue or promoter will provide at least 1 bottle of water without gas for every musician on
stage.
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Merchandise

The Band will sell their own merchandise. The venue will provide at least one table and one chair as a
merch stand for the band. No fee will be charged to the band.
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Parking

The band will travel with one van (Opel Vivaro). The venue or promoter will provide one parking lot.
The band will not pay for parking tickets, in case the promoter will cover the costs.
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Internet

Wifi access is mandatory for band promotion and communication. Please advise the band, if you are
not able to provide internet access either at the venue or at the sleeping place.
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Accomodation

The package will include accomodation for the whole travelparty. There must be a shower at the
sleeping place. If there is no need for an accomodation, we will let you know beforehand.

THANK YOU, DANKE, MERCI, GRAZIE!
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